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• The recording of this presentation was originally in a presi.  These slides will not 
exactly replicate the recorded session, but will cover the same information.

• Many of these topics are covered in greater depth in a blog or in documentation in 
the SWEB library.  Where this is the case, the wordpress icon will contain a direct 
link to the blog, while the paper icon will contain a direct link to the SWEB library.  
Please be aware, some of the content may be password protected. 
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There are two types of content on your LawHelp site- Resources and Organizations.  
All the other parts of the site are designed to help users find the information they are 
looking for.  Organizations are a structured profile to help users quickly see important 
contact and intake information for a specific agency.  Resources are also a structured 
profile that help users see information about the legal issue they face. 
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There are four overarching kinds of labels on the LawHelp site- Topics, Channels, Tag 
Types and Coverage Area.  The first three have sub-assignations (Subtopics, 
Categories and Tags).  Topics and Coverage Area are the same across both 
Organizations and Resources, and create the overarching structure of the information 
architecture on the LawHelp site.  Most partners have then decided to create 
Channels and Tag Types specific to Organizations and specific to Resources.  
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The site is designed for monolingual administrators- therefore, all content and labels 
can be created in an alternate language version.  To do this, select the language you 
are going to work in from the Language Versions on the right hand side of the profile.  
Once you have selected the language version, click switch, input the information and 
save. 

When you do this to a label, it will automatically assign the alternate language label 
to content in the same language. 

As soon as you begin to populate your site with languages other than English, a 
language portal will appear on your homepage.  Language portals will dynamically 
display all the labels and content you have mirrored on one language-specific page.  
However, not all the navigation elements will be translated in a Language ports.  

If you want a built out site with additional translated navigation elements you can 
request a mirror site.  This provides translated versions of all the navigation text, and 
a link to the mirror site in the navigation header. 
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This represents a typical navigation flow on the site.  We will step through these 
options over the next few slides.
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To edit the flat pages, widgets on the side bar or homepage that are text editors use 
the following steps:
1. Log in as an admin
2. Click on the edit icon (paper and pencil)
3. Edit the text in the editor
4. Click save- at the “Success!” screen, press okay
5. Refresh the page to see your changes
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A note on the subtopic-specific text box- these are set subtopic by subtopic, through 
the subtopic manager. 
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These are only three of the various modules that will be covered in administering 
your dashboard.  
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There are three ways to view organizations
1. Search- allows users to view organizational subtopic profiles directly by 

designating the location and the subtopic.
2. A-Z view- Allows users to see all the organizations in alphabetical order.
3. Service Area- through a drop down list on the left hand side, users can view a list 

of organizational profiles in the relevant county.

You can suppress any of these views from your site and route your users through the 
other options available.  At least one option must be available to users. 
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There are multiple types of information that you can input and save 
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Mirror sites
• Displays translated navigation elements throughout the template to display 

alternate language content
• I.e.: Navigation Header bar

Portal sites 
• Displays translated labels to display alternate language content

• I.e.: table/channel/tags etc.
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Your admin dashboard is accessible by going to http://[yourURL].org/admin.  A link 
can also be found on the footer bar of your site.  Once you are logged in, you will see 
your site’s name, tabs across the top with “Home” Resources” “Organizations” and 
“Setup” as well as your name, log out and public site to the far rights.  The main part 
of your dashboard will display the number of feedback messages you have waiting, as 
well as statistics for your site.  It may also have some contextualized help, and a feed 
from our admin blog.  

The 
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Profiles hold all the information that make up the content or label.  From name and 
problem code for topics to intake method and contact information in organizations, 
the admin create the profile from the admin dashboard, and users view the profile 
from the public side of the sit. 
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In all managers you are able to create a new profile, control the number of profiles 
you see at any one time, see specific information about each profile and directly edit 
the profile.  You are also able to filter for key words and bulk delete labels and 
content. 
In the manager for your labels (topics/subtopics, channels/categories, tag types/tags) 
you are also able set the display order for your site. 
In the manager for your content (Resources/Organizations) you are able to further 
filter based on subtopic/category/area/language and tag.  You are also able to use the 
bulk assign tool. 
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On the right hand side of all published labels and content are a set of action boxes.  
One, named Versions, allows you to create alternate language versions of the label or 
the content.  By switching from the English version to another language, you are 
given specific fields to provide multilingual content.  Once you save and publish this 
version, it acts as a mirror of the English version.  
For example- Spanish mirror categories are automatically assigned to the same 
content English categories are assigned to, and are visible when users are accessing 
Spanish content (resources/organizations).
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Whether you are creating a resource or an organization, you will assign them to some 
combination of a topic and subtopic, channel and category, tag type and tag as well 
as an coverage area.  When you assign each area a label 
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All labels are created and edited in the set up tab.  Once you’ve selected the desired 
label access the label profile through the manager.  Mirror version of these labels can 
also be created. 
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Content pages displays a set of content on one page based on one page based on a 
common factor such as authoring organization, topic/subtopic, channel/category, tag 
type and tag or a combination.
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